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Show More. Javascript is not enabled in your browser. The closer you are to the subject, the more likely you are to block the light. This book
describes general and robust algorithms that are devoted to automate the analysis process However, in some cases it helps to know which
technique will work best:. If you have multiple macro lenses in your camera bag, you have to decide which one will work best in a given scenario.
In macro and close-up photography, issues with light are common. Your focusing has to be precise in this situation so it appears exactly where you



want it. Uh-oh, it looks like your Internet Explorer is out of date. Breaking the Book: Print Humanities in the Digital. A macro ratio would create
too much magnification to fit your subject in the frame. Macro photography uses specialty lenses and advanced digital cameras to capture stunning
up-close images. Un testo pratico Use a macro-specific fixed lens. Digital macro and close-up photography bring new possibilities to your digital
images. Managing Depth of Field in Macro and Close-Up Photography High levels of magnification mean that your depth of field naturally
becomes more shallow than normal. When relying solely on natural or available light, the farther you can be from your subject the less likely you
are to run into this issue. Forensics photographers sometimes are required to produce life-size representations of evidence to be used in the
courtroom. By detaching the lens and turning it around so your camera is looking through the front element and out of the back element , you can
get closer to your subject and achieve greater amounts of magnification. Lighting Your Macro and Close-up Photography Subjects Macro and
close-up photography typically require you to be very close to your subjects. Explores the reasons why the traditional humanities disciplines are
Home 1 Books 2. Most macro lenses serve multiple purposes. Unlike ordinary lenses, macro lenses enable you to shoot at very close distances to
your subject while still achieving sharp focus. Based on real-world photographic and cinematic principles, it teaches you essential skills and
concepts that you can apply A professional photographer who has not yet explored macro and close-up techniques will find herself with a whole
new bag of tricks. Breaking the Book is a manifesto on the cognitive consequences and emotional effects of human interactions with physical
books that reveals why the traditional humanities disciplines are resistant to 'digital' humanities. A flash lets you light your subjects from whatever
direction you want. Enabling JavaScript in your browser will allow you to experience all the features of our site. Extension tubes are hollow
accessories that attach between your camera body and the lens. Use a reflector to bounce light into your scene. A front-lit situation causes you to
be between the subject and the light.
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Turn ordinary photographs into striking works of art Mastering the craft of composing a photograph Unlike ordinary lenses, macro lenses enable
you to shoot at very close distances to your subject while still achieving sharp focus. Chapter 3: Developing an Eye for Details. Macro
photography uses specialty lenses and advanced digital cameras to capture stunning up-close images. Overview Master macro techniques and
capture brilliant up-close photos Macro photography uses specialty lenses and advanced digital cameras to capture stunning up-close images. Just
make sure that you have the proper set-up to fire the flash from off-camera, as an on-camera flash is somewhat useless in macro and close-up
situations. Attach a tele-converter to your lens to increase magnification. You can view his image galleries on his website, tomclarkphoto. But, like
most postproduction techniques, adjusting the exposure too much can cause a major loss of quality in images and can appear obvious to viewers.
Most macro lenses serve multiple purposes. You can view his image galleries on his website, tomclarkphoto. How to Choose a Macro Lens.
Managing Depth of Field in Macro and Close-Up Photography High levels of magnification mean that your depth of field naturally becomes more
shallow than normal. Turn ordinary photographs into striking works of art Mastering the craft of composing a photograph is all about having a
trained eye. To get closer to your subjects, you need specific macro and close-up equipment and techniques. From the tiniest ladybug to a
towering glacier, from a horse running in a field Digital enterprise: Innovare e gestire le organizzazioni 2. Introduces the techniques of macro
photography and explores how to capture stunning close-up digital photos Reviews using macro lenses, extension tubes, reversing rings, and other
camera equipment and accessories Shares tips for exposure and lighting techniques in the macro format Addresses depth of field, working
distance, and framing when shooting Covers where to find subjects to shoot and setting up your macro studio With full-color examples and
technique comparisons, this fun and friendly book presents step-by-step guidance for taking your close-up photography skills to the next level. A
50mm extension tube paired with a 50mm lens provides a maximum ratio, however, a 50mm extension tube paired with a mm lens only provides a
maximum ratio. So a 50mm macro lens can be used just like a 50mm lens. Breaking the Book: Print Humanities in the Digital. Macro and close-up
photography typically require you to be very close to your subjects. A focusing rail device that enables you to move the camera with precision
toward and away from your subject can help to manage your point of focus. Learn how to enable JavaScript on your browser. You end up with
intimate images that show the world anew. With full-color examples and technique comparisons, this fun and friendly book presents step-by-step
guidance for taking your close-up photography skills to the next level. When relying solely on natural or available light, the farther you can be from
your subject the less likely you are to run into this issue. In addition, the easy-to-follow steps and suggested exercises go a long way to make you
more familiar with your camera's capabilities so that you can take fantastic photos. Use a reflector to bounce light into your scene. However, in
some cases it helps to know which technique will work best:. Add to Wishlist. A professional photographer who has not yet explored macro and
close-up techniques will find herself with a whole new bag of tricks. Try this method by simply handholding the lens in front of the camera. You can
view his image galleries on his website, tomclarkphoto. An understanding of macro photography and the tools necessary to achieve it is a must for
this type of photographer. Use an extension tube to supplement your lens. Each of these lenses has its own pros and cons, which I discuss in
further detail in the upcoming sections. View Product.
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How to Choose a Macro Lens. This type of aperture lets in a small amount of light and requires you to use slower shutter speeds in order to
expose your scene properly. But these traits also define the unique character of Holga cameras and lenses, which offer a style that Equipment
recommendations, helpful tips, and coverage of specialized elements that are exclusive to macro photography all aim to make you more savvy and
comfortable with macro and close-up techniques. From the tiniest ladybug to a towering glacier, from a horse running in a field By learning how to
use this type of program, you can make your images pop and achieve technical perfection. Holga photography typically features soft focus,
vignetting, and visible noise—traits that photographers often seek to avoid in pursuit of traditional digital photography. This makes tele-convertors
ideal for photographing subjects that scare easily or that are in hard-to-reach areas. In addition, the easy-to-follow steps and suggested exercises
go a long way to make you more familiar with your camera's capabilities so that you can take fantastic photos. Breaking the Book is a manifesto
on the cognitive consequences and emotional effects of human Because the focal length of your macro lens affects your composition, your subject,
and in some cases your light, you need to choose carefully. Macro photography uses specialty lenses and advanced digital cameras to capture
stunning up-close images. Explores the reasons why the traditional humanities disciplines are By detaching the lens and turning it around so your
camera is looking through the front element and out of the back element , you can get closer to your subject and achieve greater amounts of
magnification. You can use them in close-up scenarios, but they also have the ability to focus to infinity. Turn ordinary photographs into striking



works of art Mastering the craft of composing a photograph Use these tools to eliminate flaws and distractions so that you draw your viewers to
the subject. Read an excerpt of this book! Uses for Macro and Close-Up Photography. Based on real-world photographic and cinematic
principles, it teaches you essential skills and concepts that you can apply Most macro lenses serve multiple purposes. For instance, if your
highlights look great, but your shadows appear too dark, raise the shadow area of the curve, keeping the highlight area as-is. Macro and close-up
photography typically require you to be very close to your subjects. In the BetterPhoto A tripod helps to keep the camera steady during the
exposure, eliminating the motion blur that camera shake causes. You can view his image galleries on his website, tomclarkphoto. Sign in to
Purchase Instantly. A 50mm extension tube paired with a 50mm lens provides a maximum ratio, however, a 50mm extension tube paired with a
mm lens only provides a maximum ratio. For instance, a 50mm macro lens and a mm macro lens may be capable of producing a life-size image of
the subject on your digital sensor, but the 50mm macro lens achieves this at a closer distance to the subject than the mm macro lens.
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Click to read or download. However, in some cases it helps to know which technique will work best:. Managing Depth of Field in Macro and
Close-Up Photography High levels of magnification mean that your depth of field naturally becomes more shallow than normal. If your subject is
larger than your digital sensor and you wish to fit the entire subject in your frame, then close-up techniques are sufficient. From the tiniest ladybug
to a towering glacier, from a horse running in a field to a leaf falling slowly from a tree, nature subjects offer some of the greatest challenges and the
greatest rewards to photographers. Retouch flaws to eliminate distractions. This book helps you understand the nuances of macro techniques so
you can take unique and remarkable close-up digital photos. When working with natural light, choose scenarios in which the subject is lit from the
side, there is an ambient type of light, or the subject is backlit. Explores the reasons why the traditional humanities disciplines are By detaching the
lens and turning it around so your camera is looking through the front element and out of the back element , you can get closer to your subject and
achieve greater amounts of magnification. Use these tools to eliminate flaws and distractions so that you draw your viewers to the subject. Unlike
ordinary lenses, macro lenses enable you to shoot at very close distances to your subject while still achieving sharp focus. Sign in to Purchase
Instantly. Cheat Sheet. In macro and close-up photography, issues with light are common. Introduces the techniques of macro photography and
explores how to capture stunning close-up digital photos Reviews using macro lenses, extension tubes, reversing rings, and other camera
equipment and accessories Shares tips for exposure and lighting techniques in the macro format Addresses depth of field, working distance, and
framing when shooting Covers where to find subjects to shoot and setting up your macro studio With full-color examples and technique
comparisons, this fun and friendly book presents step-by-step guidance for taking your close-up photography skills to the next level. To get closer
to your subjects, you need specific macro and close-up equipment and techniques. You can use any surface that reflects light, such as a mirror, a
white piece of foam core, or a shiny, metallic type of surface. Based on real-world photographic and cinematic principles, it teaches you essential
skills and concepts that you can apply Breaking the Book is a manifesto on the cognitive consequences and emotional effects of human Keep a
small, battery-operated flash in your camera bag.
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